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Children’s health and correct development largely depend on the conditions

in

which they spend their time. Adequate lighting in rooms where students spend
long hours studying affects their frame of mind, ability to focus and desire to learn.
By modernizing lighting in schools, these conditions can be significantly improved.
EMERGENCY LIGHTING

HUMAN CENTRIC LIGHTING

INTELLIGENT LIGHTING
CONTROL SYSTEMS

Switching from outdated lighting systems to new lighting that is more efficient and
based on advanced technologies results not only in the improvement of children’s
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SAFE LIGHT

A FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENT
Using modern LED light sources can help reduce electricity costs significantly. When selecting the
lighting systems pay special attention to:

THE SERVICE LIFE OF THE LIGHTING SOLUTION

COMPLIANCE WITH THE EN-12464

ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND OPERATING COSTS

STANDARD
THE PARAMETERS OF THE LIGHT SOURCES

Luminous flux (lux)

ABC

Working comfort and
well-being of students
and teachers (UGR)

Provide an appropriate level
of brightness:
 300 lux – classrooms , gyms
and lounges
 500 lux – blackboards,
laboratories
 750 lux – art workshops,
technical classrooms

The UGR glare indicator on
school premises such as
classrooms should be less
than 19 (UGR<19).

Lighting uniformity (E)

Accurate color rendering
(CRI)

The lighting uniformity factor
for work surfaces should have
a minimum value of 0.65.

The color rendering index
must be greater than 80 in
classrooms where children
study or stay for a long
time (in art classrooms, the
index should be no lower
than 90).

Color temperature
(CCT/Tcp)

3000 K
warm color

2

4000 K

1900 K

2700 K

a candle

a light bulb

Natural and artificial optical radiation sources can pose
a serious photobiological threat to human eyes and skin.
Ultraviolet radiation ranks among the most active and dangerous causes of this type of threat. However, visible light
and infrared radiation may also be hazardous when certain
exposure limits are exceeded. Assessing the level of photobiological threat that can come from optical radiation emitted from luminaires is a complicated process. It requires
access to specialized, calibrated measuring equipment and
laboratory personnel with the highest technical competences. ES-SYSTEM has its own testing laboratory which operates according to SMT procedures (Supervised Manufacturer’s Testing – one of two manufacturer laboratories of this
type in Poland), performing comprehensive photobiological
testing.
The classification of luminaires in terms of their photobio-

logical impact is based on risk groups which are defined as
follows:
 Risk-free group 0: luminaires that do not pose a threat
due to photobiological hazards,
 Risk group 1: luminaires that are not hazardous in normal
conditions of use,
 Risk group 2: luminaires that do not pose a threat due to
an aversion to very bright light sources or thermal discomfort,
 Risk group 3: luminaires that are hazardous even following
temporary or brief exposure. Their use in general lighting is
not permitted.
Most ES-SYSTEM luminaires are classified as risk-free in
group 0, which means that they do not pose a photobiological risk. This has been confirmed by appropriate certificates.

”Both results of clinical studies and my long-standing medical practice serve as a
confirmation that light is extremely important for our vision process. I have repeatedly come
in contact with patients, whose vision impairment progressed due to inadequate lighting
in the workplace. That is why we should pay particular attention to proper lighting in places
where we read, work or study. Lighting isn’t the only factor influencing our vision. We are
often required to spend long hours working in front of monitors. This also has a negative
impact on our eyesight. In order to minimize these consequences, it’s a good idea to think
about taking breaks. Once an hour, we should look away from the computer and gaze out the
window or somewhere into the distance. This will loosen the strained extraocular muscles,
allowing them to relax.”

Luminaires with a color temperature of 4000 degrees Kelvin
have a positive influence on the comfort, concentration and
general well-being of students and teachers.

5000 K

neutral color

LEDs provide better quality and healthier light. All ES-SYSTEM
products are tested for photobiological safety and obtain relevant
certificates.

cool color

3500 K

5500 K

7000 K

8500 K

10 000 K

sunset

full sunlight
at noon

a cloudy,
overcast sky

a sky with
haze

a clear
blue sky
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Aleksandra Kuska-Grządziel, opthalmologist
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DYNAWHITE

HUMAN CENTRIC LIGHTING

DYNAWHITE is a color temperature control system.
Daylight has a different color depending on the time of
day. This way it affects the process in which melatonin is
released and regulates the human circadian rhythm, dividing it into phases of activity and rest. Thanks to this,
in the morning we have the energy to perform various
activities, and in the evening, we slowly wind down and
go to sleep.
Using variable color temperature in luminaires
with LED light sources creates a huge range of applications in interior lighting. With the right color
temperature, we can create any desired atmosphere. In rooms requiring increased activity and concentration, it’s a good idea to use light with a color

temperature above 4000 K. In order to create an
easy, relaxing atmosphere, the color temperature
should not exceed 2900 K.
The DYNAWHITE system imitates natural daylight and
fits right in with the human circadian rhythm. Thanks
to this, children who are exposed to artificial lighting
for prolonged periods of time will not feel its negative consequences. This means eliminating sleepiness, drowsiness and irritability. The result is a better mood, which effectively supports the learning
process. Moreover, the simple, seamless change in
light color allows you to adjust the lighting to the relevant requirements without needing to repeatedly
replace light sources.

Human Centric Lighting is a concept for artificial interior lighting, which takes the human
circadian rhythm into account. The goal is to use advanced color rendering technology in
order to generate light with a spectrum similar to the spectrum of sunlight, which varies
throughout the day.

The mature retina of the human eye contains approximately
3,000 photosensitive ganglion cells (ipRCG), which are
most sensitive to a blue light range of a specifically defined
wavelength. It is a radiation within a given range which has
the strongest effect on the human circadian system and the
pupillary reflex.

3000 K

4000 K

5700 K

The ipRGC receptor encodes the energy of light radiation
and records changes in the radiation intensity occurring
in the morning (for at least 90 minutes). Then the signal
is sent to the pineal gland, which causes the inhibition of
melatonin secretion. The organism receives the information
that the wake cycle has begun and awakens from sleep, thus
preparing us for daily activity.
In contrast, when the radiation with red wavelengths
of the light spectrum reaches the highest value at sunset,
the process of melatonin secretion into the organism begins
once more, gradually preparing us for sleep, regulating our
circadian rhythm.
Staying in rooms with limited access to natural daylight
for prolonged periods of time exposes us to the adverse
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phenomenon of melatonin secretion at an equal level
throughout the day. This may result in many negative
symptoms, such as: lack of concentration, feeling unwell,
drowsiness, apathy, fatigue, and even depression.
In order for the ipRGC photoreceptor to be able to send the
appropriate signal to the brain, so that the process of the
secretion of the ”sleep hormone” into the organism will be
triggered or blocked, the retina of the eye must be reached by
a certain amount of energy from blue light (in the morning) or
red light (in the afternoon) of a strictly defined wavelength.
ES-SYSTEM ‘s TRANSPARENT luminaires have been equipped
with the CIRCADIAN System which mixes blue and red LEDs
of a particular wavelength to imitate the most important
attribute of daylight – the ability to inhibit the secretion of
sleep hormones into the organism at the right time.
TRANSPARENT CIRCADIAN is designed mainly for interiors
with limited access to sunlight – hospital rooms, nursing
homes, or schools. It is especially recommended for use in
Scandinavian countries, where access to daylight is scarce
throughout a major portion of the year.

5

SMART LIGHTING

ERGONOMICS

It is undeniable that natural daylight is the best light.
It regulates the human circadian rhythm and has
a significant impact on our mood and well-being.
Unfortunately, the changing seasons and weather
conditions limit our everyday access to natural daylight. In
place of it, we are forced to use artificial lighting. In order
to minimize the negative effects of lacking daylight, we
should pay special attention to the quality of artificial
light.
The biggest advantage of LED lighting is its energy
efficiency. LEDs consume up to 90% less electricity than

traditional lightbulbs. On top of that, their service life
is 100 times longer. Luminaires with LED light sources
can operate for several years, which means that we
don’t need to replace them as frequently.
Smart Lighting – intelligent lighting control systems will
help to further reduce energy costs. The intensity of
daylight varies depending on the time of day. Controlling
lighting fixtures guarantees a constant light intensity
regardless of the external conditions.

8:00 AM

Well-selected lighting is essential while reading and
writing, as it has a positive effect on a person’s mood,
concentration and learning efficiency. Outdated lighting
systems often cause so-called reflective glare, which
makes reading much more difficult. In order to eliminate
the unpleasant blinding effect, the students squint

or often uncomfortably shift their posture. Prolonged
exposure to such conditions is bound to result
in annoyance, excessive fatigue, and can contribute to
the progression of vision defects and bad posture.
Providing modern lighting with LED technology will
eliminate this problem.

12:00 PM

30%

70%

20%

70%

30%

70%

20%

70%

70%

100%

20%

70%

4:00 PM
The percentages given represent the artificial lighting intensity.
The calculations were performed on October 15.

65%

90%

50%

90%

50%

90%
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A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF SERVICES

WE ILLUMINATE ANY SPACE

ES-SYSTEM offers a comprehensive range of services – from itemizing lighting, analyzing and diagnosing customer
needs, to working out a lighting system design based on LED technology, and finally: performing installation and aftersales services.

WE OFFER:

Inventory checking

Analysis and diagnosis

Planning

Design

Production

Logistics

Consulting

8

Education & Sports

Offices

Retail

Arts & Culture

Hotels & Residential

Street & Infrastructure

Industry

Healthcare

Illuminations

After-sales service
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CLASSROOMS

COMPUTER ROOMS

Well-selected lighting is essential for reading and writing and positively influences concentration and learning efficiency. It’s important to ensure
the highest quality of the lighting in classrooms – it absolutely cannot pose a photobiological threat to the students’ eyesight.

Lighting in computer rooms should mainly consist of indirect lighting that does not reflect in the computer screens, causing unpleasant glare. To
ensure an evenly lit workspace, the windows must also be equipped with blinds.

PRODUCTS

PRODUCTS

OPPOSITE 1, 2 / DYNAWHITE
38

SYSTEM 6000 LED
32

FLAT LED OFFICE
39

KLAS
34

REGLUX
34

COSMO LED OPAL M

10

33

OFFICE FLOWER MIDI WALL
47

37

Recommendations of the EN-12464-1 standard:
School desks:
• lighting intensity: Em≥300 lx
(for evening classes: Em≥500 lx)
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥ 0.60
• unified glare rating: UGR≤19
• color rendering index: CRI≥80
• lighting control

BERSO LED

ANGLE 30
32

WHY S 3
30

FX35 DK
31

ARCH FLOWER MIDI
47

BRACKET 2
30

Recommendations of the EN-12464-1 standard:
White- and blackboards:
• lighting intensity: Em ≥500 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥0.70
• unified glare rating: UGR≤19
• color rendering index: CRI≥80
• protection against reflections

Computer desks:
• lighting intensity: Em≥300 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥ 0.60
• unified glare rating: UGR≤19
• color rendering index: CRI≥80
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ART ROOMS

TECHNICAL CLASSROOMS

Creating artwork requires the proper lighting, especially in terms of color rendering and light intensity. Lighting in schools with art programs
must not have an intensity below 750 lx and should also be characterized by low glare, high uniformity, excellent color rendering, and should
have a color temperature similar to sunlight at noon. This provides young artists in art rooms with working conditions that are comparable to
the outdoors.

Classrooms for practical and technical classes should have high intensity lighting with low glare – not only for the comfort of those frequenting
these rooms, but also for their safety, especially when using power tools. In order to be able to safely perform particular activities, it’s a good idea
to consider using additional luminaires to illuminate specific task areas.

PRODUCTS

PRODUCTS

LUNA LED
42

PURE 4
39

FLAT LED OFFICE
39

MODERNA 2N
38

COSMO ECLIPSE
35

PURE 4

FX65 OP

39

31

IRIS DECO
48

FX45 RR
31

Recommendations of the EN-12464-1 standard:

Recommendations of the EN-12464-1 standard:
Working planes in art schools:
• lighting intensity: Em≥750 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥ 0.70
• unified glare rating: UGR≤19
• color rendering index: CRI≥90
• 5000 K<TCP<6500 K

12

Working planes in technical workshops and
laboratories:
• lighting intensity: Em≥500 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥ 0.60
• unified glare rating: UGR≤19
• color rendering index: CRI≥80

Working planes in schools:
• lighting intensity: Em≥500 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥ 0.60
• unified glare rating: UGR≤19
• color rendering index: CRI≥80

Comprehensive Lighting Solutions
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Working planes in technical classrooms:
•
•
•
•

lighting intensity: Em≥750 lx
lighting uniformity: Uo≥ 0.70
unified glare rating: UGR≤16
color rendering index: CRI≥80
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LIBRARIES / READING ROOMS

STAFF ROOMS / STUDIES

Luminaires with asymmetrical light distribution should be used in libraries in order to evenly illuminate all of the shelves. It’s also important to use
products with a high color rendering index. To eliminate the problem of harmful UV radiation especially when it comes to old books, it’s good to
invest in modern LED light sources.

Staff rooms are places where teachers can take a moment to relax and meet to talk. The calming atmosphere is complemented by soft lighting
with a warm color temperature. It’s also reasonable to use luminaires with a low glare coefficient. In turn, light in teachers’ studies should be
tinged with a cooler color, which motivates better to get work done.

PRODUCTS

PRODUCTS

TRANSPARENT 2
33

SYSTEM 4000 LED
31

OPPOSITE1
38

FX65 RR
31

WHY 4

WHY 2

WHY 4

30

30

30

IRIS ARCH

14

33

FX65 RR
31

MODERNA 3Z

48

38

Recommendations of the EN-12464-1 standard:
Lighting bookshelves:
• lighting intensity: Em≥200 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥ 0.60
• unified glare rating: UGR≤19
• color rendering index: CRI≥80

TRANSPARENT

Recommendations of the EN-12464-1 standard:
Reading areas:
• lighting intensity: Em≥500 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥ 0.60
• unified glare rating: UGR≤19
• color rendering index: CRI≥80

Staff rooms:
• lighting intensity: Em≥300 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥ 0.60
• unified glare rating: UGR≤19
• color rendering index: CRI≥80
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Studies, offices:
• lighting intensity: Em≥500 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥ 0.60
• unified glare rating: UGR≤19
• color rendering index: CRI≥80
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CORRIDORS

COMMON ROOMS

Appropriate corridor lighting should combine subtle general lighting with well-devised accent lighting in order to avoid creating the tunnel effect
and create inviting, open interiors. It’s important to pay special attention to the strict emergency lighting standards applicable in public buildings.

Many different activities that are performed in common rooms require an individual approach to their lighting that should be adapted to the
given facility. The best solution is to equip the common rooms with lighting control that allows for adjusting the lighting intensity and color
temperature, as well as using light to separate certain spaces to suit specific activities.

PRODUCTS

PRODUCTS

SYSTEM 6000 LED
32

QUADRA 2 LED
43

SYSTEM 4000 LED
31

AMARO
41

PLATO LED

TITANIA LED ECO

40

LUMI

40

VERSO VUN

54

56

OPPOSITE 1, 2 / DYNAWHITE
38

COSMO LED OPALM
37

FLAT LED OFFICE
39

FX65 RR
31

Recommendations of the EN-12464-1 standard:

Recommendations of the EN 1838 standard:

Recommendations of the EN-12464-1 standard:

General lighting:
• lighting intensity: Em≥100 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥0.40
• unified glare rating: UGR≤25
• color rendering index: CRI≥80

Emergency lighting:
• lighting intensity along the line in the center of the
evacuation route: Em≥1 lx
• Emax/Emin≤40:1
• color rendering index: CRI≥40

Rooms for independent studying:
• lighting intensity: Em≥300 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥0.60
• unified glare rating: UGR≤19
• color rendering index: CRI≥80

16
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KLAS
34

WHY 4
30

REGLUX
34

IRIS ARCH
48

Study halls and workshops:
• lighting intensity: Em≥500 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥0.60
• unified glare rating: UGR≤22
• color rendering index: CRI≥80
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CANTEENS / KITCHENS

GYMS / SPORTS HALLS

Lighting in school canteens doesn’t necessarily need to have a high intensity and uniformity. Its task is to create a pleasant environment for
enjoying meals. A much more difficult place to light is the kitchen, which requires very bright light. It’s also important to select luminaires that
are easy to keep clean.

School sports halls are places for training, playing games and holding competitions in various sports disciplines at different levels of professionalism. A higher lighting intensity and uniformity helps increase the sense of comfort for the athletes at play. In closed sports facilities, the
lighting requirements are divided into two areas (PA – the main playing area, TA – the total area) and three classes ( I – games at international
and national levels, II – mid-level games, a III – low-level games, training and recreational use of the facility).

PRODUCTS

INDUSTRIA 1
37

PRODUCTS

PURE 4
39

COSMO ECLIPSE
40

COSMO LED OPALM
37

CYBERIA FX

DELTA LED

45

PLATO LED
40

TITANIA LED ECO
40

AMARO
41

MODERNA 2
38

Recommendations of the EN-12464-1
standard:

Recommendations of the EN-12464-1 standard:
School canteens:
• lighting intensity: Em≥200 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥0.40
• unified glare rating: UGR≤22
• color rendering index: CRI≥80
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45

Sports halls and gyms in educational facilities
lighting intensity: Em≥300 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥0.60
• unified glare rating: UGR≤22
• color rendering index: CRI≥80
• taking into account the provisions of the EN 12193
standard depending on the application

Kitchens:
• lighting intensity: Em≥500 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥0.60
• unified glare rating: UGR≤22
• color rendering index: CRI≥80
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Recommendations of the EN 12193 standard for the
selected disciplines:

lighting intensity for PA areas

CLASS I

CLASS II

CLASS III

Em ≥ 750 lx

Em ≥ 500 lx

Em ≥ 200 lx

lighting uniformity

Uo ≥ 0.70

Uo ≥ 0.70

Uo ≥ 0.70

color rendering index

CRI≥60

CRI≥60

CRI≥60

* Lighting in TA areas must fulfill at least 75% of the PA requirements

19

SPORTS FIELDS

LOCKER ROOMS

Sports field lighting must be selected to suit the given sports discipline. In addition to compliance with standards, it is also important to pay
attention to the specificity of the game and sports federation regulations. For the most popular sports fields (for playing soccer), the light
poles should be installed more than 4 m away from the sidelines, and the luminaires should be mounted at a height of at least 15 m (18 m for
competitions). It’s also important to avoid installing luminaires in the free zone so as not to blind the goalkeeper with glare.

Locker rooms should be equipped with bright lighting with an intensity of 300 lx to ensure the appropriate comfort. This type of light makes
it easier to find needed objects in school bags and lockers. It also increases the students’ sense of security and draws attention to the room’s
cleanliness. All this translates to a better impression and increases the prestige of the facility.

PRODUCTS

PRODUCTS

CYBERIA FX
45

PARABEL

DELTA LED

46

COSMO APEX

45

35

Recommendations of the EN 12193 standard for the
selected disciplines:
CLASS I

CLASS II

CLASS III

lighting intensity for PA areas

Em ≥ 750 lx

Em ≥ 500 lx

Em ≥ 200 lx

lighting uniformity

Uo ≥ 0.70

Uo ≥ 0.70

Uo ≥ 0.50

color rendering index

CRI≥60

CRI≥60

CRI≥60

37

Recommendations of the EN-12464-1 standard:
Locker rooms:
• lighting intensity: Em≥200 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥0.40
• unified glare rating: UGR≤25
• color rendering index: CRI≥80

* Lighting in TA areas must fulfill at least 75% of the PA requirements

20

COSMO LED OPAL
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RESTROOMS

AUDITORIUMS

Restrooms and shower rooms are inseparably associated with water and moisture. Normative regulations define 4 zones based on the location
of the sanitary facilities. In schools, the most common zone is zone 2, which allows 230 V power, however the luminaires must have an ingress
protection rating of at least IP44. Lighting equipped with motion or presence sensors is also smart choice, as the light will only switch on when
it is necessary, saving a significant amount of energy.

When designing lighting for such large rooms, special attention should be paid to uniform lighting on the stage in order to ensure adequate
visibility for all participants. The luminaires used must have a low glare rating and must not flicker – providing visual comfort for the viewers
and preventing interferences while recording various performances or presentations.

PRODUCTS

PRODUCTS

AMARO
41

BASE LED IP44
41

PRIMA LED

COSMO ORION

44

36

CAMELEON MIDI 1, 2

ARCH FLOWER MAXI
47

GECO MAXI

43

42

ARCH FLOWER MIDI
47

LUNA BIS DYNAWHITE
42

Recommendations of the EN-12464-1 standard:

Recommendations of the IEC 60364-7-701 standard:

Recommendations of the EN-12464-1 standard:

Shower rooms, restrooms:
• lighting intensity: Em≥200 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥0.40
• unified glare rating: UGR≤25
• color rendering index: CRI≥80

Zone 0 – bathtubs, shower cabinet floors and walls – U = 12 V, at least IP67
Zone 1 – above bathtubs or shower cabinets (up to 2.25 m from the floor)
– U = 12 V, at least IP44
Zone 2 – close proximity to bathtubs, shower cabinets and sinks
(an area up to 60 cm in each direction) – at least IP44
Zone 3 – further proximity to sanitary facilities – at least IP21

Auditoriums and lecture halls:
• lighting intensity: Em≥200 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥0.40
• unified glare rating: UGR≤25
• color rendering index: CRI≥80

Separate lighting is required in each individual toilet cabin

OPPOSITE 1, 2 / DYNAWHITE
38

MODERNA 2, 2N
38

RODIA
44

KLAS
34

The lighting should be controllable to accommodate various A/V needs.

if they are fully enclosed.

22
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KINDERGARTENS / NURSERIES

SWIMMING POOLS

Lighting in preschools and nurseries should have an adaptable intensity in order to ensure soft light during nap time, medium intensity light
in the lunch room, and bright light in the play room. An important element of the proper lighting for rooms frequented by children is to avoid
direct light, where the little ones can look directly at the light source. Therefore, the recommendation is to use reflected light and luminaires
with indirect, asymmetrical and mixed light distribution along with the appropriate diffusers.

Because of the humid and chlorinated air, luminaires for indoor swimming pools must be characterized by high electrical reliability, corrosion
resistance and an ingress protection rating of at least IP44. It’s also important to ensure high lighting quality, so that the fans and judges can
easily follow the action from a distance.

PRODUCTS

PRODUCTS

BERSO LED
33

KLAS
34

ANGLE 30
32

FX45 MP
31

INDUSTRY FLOWER MAXI

COSMO NOVA
36

Recommendations of the EN-12464-1 standard:
Play rooms and nurseries:
• lighting intensity: Em≥300 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥0.40
• unified glare rating: UGR≤22
• color rendering index: CRI≥80
• High luminances should be avoided in viewing directions
from below through the use of appropriate diffusers.
24

INDUSTRY FLOWER MIDI

46

46

Swimming pools:
• lighting intensity: Em≥300 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥0.60
• unified glare rating: UGR≤22
• color rendering index: CRI≥80
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45

PARABEL

DELTA LED

46

45

COSMO LED
37

Recommendations of the EN-12464-1 standard:
Rest rooms:
• lighting intensity: Em≥100 lx
• lighting uniformity: Uo≥0.40
• unified glare rating: UGR≤22
• color rendering index: CRI≥80

CYBERIA FX

considering the provisions of the EN 12193 standard

CLASS I

CLASS II

CLASS III

lighting intensity for PA areas

Em ≥ 500 lx

Em ≥ 300 lx

Em ≥ 200 lx

lighting uniformity

Uo ≥ 0,70

Uo ≥ 0.70

Uo ≥ 0.50

color rendering index

CRI≥60

CRI≥60

CRI≥20
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CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY
CANTEENS
PRODUCTS

PLATO LED
40

Luminaire: PLATO LED
Floor space: 48.59 m2

Number of luminaires: 6

Energy consumption:

Energy demand:

Energy consumption using conventional light sources:
630 W

Energy demand using conventional light sources:
5.83 W/m2/100 lm

Energy savings compared to conventional luminaires:

65%

222 W

KINDERGARTENS / NURSERIES

1.95 W/m2/100 lm

LOCKER ROOMS

PRODUCTS

PRODUCTS

KLAS

COSMO LED
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Luminaire: KLAS
Floor space: 59 m2

Number of luminaires: 4

Luminaire: COSMO LED
Floor space: 90 m2

Number of luminaires: 9

Energy consumption:

Energy demand:

Energy consumption:

Energy demand:

180 W

1.02 W/m2/100 lm

225 W

1.24 W/m2/100 lm

Energy consumption using conventional light sources:
468 W

Energy demand using conventional light sources:
2.52 W/m2/100 lm

Energy consumption using conventional light sources:
540 W

Energy demand using conventional light sources:
2.68 W/m2/100 lm

Energy savings compared to conventional luminaires:

58%

Energy savings compared to conventional luminaires:

26

62%
Comprehensive Lighting Solutions
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EMERGENCY LIGHTNING

EMERGENCY LIGHTNING

One of the construction requirements for shopping centers is

cy luminaires with the general lighting on the same communica-

having an adequate emergency lighting installation. A reliable

tion buses.

network ensures that persons present in the building remain

The control units are the most important element of the system.

safe in the event of dangerous situations resulting from a power

These devices are very intuitive to use thanks to their pre-pro-

outage when the general lighting doesn’t work, allowing for a

gramming, which allows for easy connection to any computer,

quick and efficient evacuation.

tablet or smartphone. In addition to the units, the topology of

The correctness of the installation’s operation as well as the te-

the system is complemented by emergency luminaires equip-

sting method and frequency are specified in detail by the stan-

ped with a microprocessor monitoring system. However, thanks

dards and legal provisions that apply to emergency lighting. The

to the standardization of the communication, the ES-CTI DALI

systems for the central monitoring of autonomous lighting and

system can also include general lighting luminaires, as well as

central emergency lighting power supply systems manufactured

motion and light sensors or control panels.

by us guarantee that all these conditions are met.

VERTEX is a lighting automation controller that collects data

The latest achievement in terms of emergency luminaire cen-

and monitors subordinate luminaires. It’s a place for storing in-

tral monitoring systems is the ES-CTI DALI system, which was

formation, which is why the connection from any device gives

developed for the purpose of controlling, monitoring and te-

full administration capability, allows for setting schedules and

sting emergency lighting luminaires. As the name suggests, the

granting access to previous reports. The built-in DALI bus po-

monitoring system was based on the popular – and most impor-

wer supply makes it possible to reduce costs related to the ne-

tantly – world-wide standard, the DALI (Digital Addressable Li-

cessity of installing additional subcomponents and makes the

ghting Interface) communication system. DALI is a protocol for

system containing the unit fully autonomous. Thanks to inno-

the communication between various elements of an electrical

vative Ethernet communication solutions, the lighting control

installation and the control system, regardless of the technolo-

can be performed from any system platform with web browser

gical solutions used. The use of the DALI protocol gives a much

support. The intuitive software allows for the quick creation of

wider array of possibilities than all other existing emergency lu-

report logs respected by fire protection services, the simple con-

minaire monitoring systems.

figuration of the entire system, entering schedules, as well as

A new, revolutionary feature lies in the integration of emergen-

obtaining information about the current status of each element
of the system.

PRODUCTS

ARIS
51

MONITOR1 IP65 LED
53

VERSO LED-HO
55

COBRA
58
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VERSO LED
51

MONITOR2 IP40 LED
53

MONITOR1 LED-OP
56

ES-AW emergency modules
58

SCREEN BASIC LED
52

MONITOR2 IP65 LED
54

MONITOR 1 LED-HO
57

ES-NET
59

MONITOR1 IP40 LED
53

LUMI
54

POINT LED
57

VERTEX
60

Comprehensive Lighting Solutions
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PRODUCTS

PRODUCTS
FX LINE family

WHY family

Technical data:

Technical data:

Luminous flux: 1300-10700 lm

Luminous flux: 3400-15800 lm

Power: 11-74 W

Power: 26-167 W

Max. luminous efficacy: 100-163 lm/W

Max. luminous efficacy: 74-139 lm/W

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K, RGB

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

WHY 2

FX LINE

FX LINE family features:

WHY family features:
 an innovative solution featuring a linear luminaire with light
distribution in 4 directions

 an evenly illuminated, opalized bottom diffuser or specially
designed reflector optics

a unique, concave luminaire shape

 separate lighting control for the side, bottom and top modules

 sides illuminated with dynamic RGB color changing light

suitable for creating linear structures

BRACKET family

 a timeless, smooth, rectangular profile
a luminaire housing made of powder-coated or anodized
aluminum profile

4000 LED system
Technical data:

Luminous flux: 3200-15800 lm

Luminous flux: 1000–4300 lm

Power: 26-116 W

Power: 12–43 W

Max. luminous efficacy: 123-139 lm/W

Max. luminous efficacy: 102 lm/W

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

4000 LED

BRACKET

BRACKET family features:
 suitable for creating linear structures out of a unique extruded
direct and indirect light distribution

30

 4 optics available: DARKPOINT, a parabolic louvre, a
microprismatic or opal diffuser

 suitable for creating linear structures

Technical data:

aluminum profile

 separate lighting control for the top and bottom modules

4000 LED system features:

 versions with a louvre, opal or microprismatic diffuser are
available
 separate lighting control for the top and bottom modules

Comprehensive Lighting Solutions

a ceiling-mounted or pendant luminaire
available with two types of diffusers – opal and microprism
 the system makes it possible to build customized structures

Comprehensive Lighting Solutions

emergency versions available: CTI DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
ENEC certificate
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PRODUCTS

PRODUCTS

6000 LED system

TRANSPARENT system
Technical data:

Technical data:

Luminous flux: 1200-12600 lm

Luminous flux: 1700-8700 lm

Power: 14-144 W

Power: 13-76 W

Max. luminous efficacy: 104 lm/W

Max. luminous efficacy: 100-147 lm/W

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

IP40
Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

TRANSPARENT

6000 LED

6000 LED system features:

TRANSPARENT system features:

 a ceiling-mounted or pendant luminaire
 available with two types of diffusers – opal and microprism
 the system makes it possible to build customized structures

 versions available: DYNAWHITE, CIRCADIAN
 emergency versions available: CTI DALI, CB220, ATI, STI

ANGLE 30 system

 pendant luminaire
 unique light distribution thanks to a specially designed diffuser
with an extruded conical structure
 rounded, oval construction profile

 edge lighting
 light distribution: 70% direct, 30% indirect
 graphic design by Mats Thorén & Lars Bylund

BERSO LED system
Technical data:

Technical data:

Luminous flux: 3630–14520 lm

Luminous flux: 5000-6500 lm

Power: 30–120 W

Power: 39-52 W

Max. luminous efficacy: 121 lm/W

Max. luminous efficacy: 131 lm/W

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Color rendering index: CRI>80

IP40

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

BERSO LED

BERSO LED

ANGLE 30

ANGLE 30 system features:

unique design by Lars Bylund
 glare is eliminated – UGR <12
65° angle luminance <1000 cd/m²
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BERSO LED system features:

 the luminaire’s perforated construction enhances

 100% indirect light
great lighting uniformity
adjustable suspension height

its aesthetics and directs part of the light downwards
 glare is eliminated – UGR <12 thanks to the luminaire’s special

Comprehensive Lighting Solutions

a high luminous efficacy of over 130 lm/W
great lighting uniformity
 end caps are available in any color, which lets the user

construction

personalize the luminaires

65° angle luminance <1000 cd/m²

adjustable suspension height

Comprehensive Lighting Solutions
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PRODUCTS

KLAS system

REGLUX system
Technical data:

Technical data:

Luminous flux: 3400-6700 lm

Luminous flux: 3200–7400 lm

Power: 30-59 W

Power: 26-60 W

Max. luminous efficacy: 121 lm/W

Max. luminous efficacy: 123 lm/W

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

IP44
IK06
Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

REGLUX

KLAS

KLAS system features:

REGLUX system features:

 simple and lightweight construction

black- and whiteboards in classrooms is also available

 suitable for direct surface mounting on ceilings as well
as pendant mounting using additional wire suspensions

 Y-type suspensions reduce the number of suspension
points by half

 lightweight luminaire construction for more convenient
mounting

 versions with motion and dusk sensors also available

 a cover made of die-cast plastic

 certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute
of Public Health

a frosted ribbed diffuser

 a version with asymmetrical light distribution for lighting

 2 power variants: HO – for maximum luminous flux

COMO APEX system

COMO ECLIPSE system
Technical data:

Technical data:

Luminous flux: 4000-7300 lm

Luminous flux: 3500-6400 lm

Power: 27-49 W

Power: 32-50 W

Max. luminous efficacy: 154 lm/W

Max. luminous efficacy: 128 lm/W

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Color rendering index: CRI>80

IP66

IP66

IK08

IK08

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

COSMO APEX

COSMO ECLIPSE

COMO APEX system features:
 specially designed for LED technology
 the best price / performance ratio
 uniform illumination of the diffuser surface

COMO ECLIPSE system features:
a limited surface temperature (< 90°C)
 a luminous efficacy of up to 154 lm/W, luminous flux:
4000-7300 lm

 optimized wide light distribution

 very high ingress protection rating: IP66

 housing color: gray; metallic painted version available to order

 certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of

 quick and easy installation: the LED panel is combined with the
diffuser
 available versions: suitable for operation in a wide range of
ambient temperatures from -40°C to +50°C

Public Health
 a version that is suitable for through-wiring is available to order
 BLUETOOTH CASAMBI lighting control optionally available
 emergency versions available: CTI DALI, CB220, ATI, STI

 the luminaire fulfills the requirements for D-marking, with
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and HE – for maximum efficiency

Comprehensive Lighting Solutions

 specially designed for LED technology
 60° glare limit angle
 a parabolic Dark Light louvre that limits glare

limited surface temperature (<90°C)
 a luminous efficacy of up to 128 lm/W, luminous flux:
3500-6400 lm

 metallic painted housing

 ingress protection rating: IP66

 the following housing colors are available to order: an in-mass

 certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of

gray painted housing or in 7 transparent colors
 quick and convenient luminaire installation: a LED panel
combined with the diffuser
 the luminaire fulfills the requirements for D-marking, with a

Comprehensive Lighting Solutions

Public Health
 a version that is suitable for through-wiring is available to order
 BLUETOOTH CASAMBI lighting control optionally available
 emergency versions available: CTI DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
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PRODUCTS
COMO LED system

COMO NOVA system

Technical data:

Technical data:
Luminous flux: 3800-6000 lm

Luminous flux: 3300-12500 lm

Power: 30-43 W

Power: 25-83 W

Max. luminous efficacy: 145 lm/W

Max. luminous efficacy: 98-151 lm/W

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Color rendering index: CRI>80

IP66

IP65

IK08

IK08

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

COSMO LED

COSMO NOVA

COMO NOVA system features:

COMO LED system features:

 specially designed for LED technology

limited surface temperature (<90°C)

 3 specialized lens optics: 25x80°, 40x100° and 20° asymmetrical

 a luminous efficacy of up to 145 lm/W, luminous flux:

 housing color: gray, metallic-painted available to order

 ingress protection rating: IP66

 quick and convenient luminaire installation: a LED panel combined

 certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of Public

with the diffuser
ambient temperatures from -40°C to +50°C

 a version that is suitable for through-wiring is available to order

available versions: suitable for operation in a wide range of
ambient temperatures from -40°C to +50°C

the luminaire fulfills the requirements for D-marking, with
a limited surface temperature (<90°C)

certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of
Public Health

a milky opal diffuser that effectively eliminates the visibility

Health

 available versions: suitable for operation in a wide range of

diffuser surface

a wide range of applications thanks to two sizes, three
diffuser types, and many luminous flux variants

3800-6000 lm

 an optimized lighting effect

timeless design

of individual LED points – a uniform illumination of the

BLUETOOTH CASAMBI lighting control optionally available
emergency versions available: CTI DALI, CB220, ATI, STI

 BLUETOOTH CASAMBI lighting control optionally available

 the luminaire fulfills the requirements for D-marking, with a

 emergency versions available: CTI DALI, CB220, ATI, STI

INDUSTRIA family

COMO ORION system
Technical data:

Technical data:

Luminous flux: 4400-5200 lm

Luminous flux: 3900-12200 lm

Power: 44 W

Power: 33-95 W

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Max. luminous efficacy: 120 lm/W

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Color temperature: 4000 K

IP66

Color rendering index: CRI>80

IK08

IP65

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

IK07, IK09
Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

INDUSTRIA

COSMO ORION

INDUSTRIA family features:

COMO ORION system features:

 specially designed for LED technology
 360° light distribution
 backlit housing available in 7 transparent colors: green, orange,
violet, red, pink, blue and colorless
 quick and easy installation: the LED panel is combined with the
diffuser
 the luminaire fulfills the requirements for D-marking, with a
limited surface temperature (<90°C)
36

 a luminous efficacy up to 144/118 lm/W, luminous flux: 44005200 lm

 the luminaire’s construction prevents it from collecting dirt
 three lengths available: 1548, 1044 and 540 mm

 ingress protection rating: IP66

 two diffuser types available: hardened or laminated glass

 certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of

 the luminaire fulfills the requirements for D-marking, with a

Public Health

limited surface temperature (<90°C)

 a version that is suitable for through-wiring is available to order

 available versions: suitable for operation in a wide range of

ambient temperatures from -40°C to +50°C
 a wide range of possible applications, from pharmaceutical
and cosmetics production to cold stores
 certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of
Public Health
 BLUETOOTH CASAMBI lighting control optionally available

 BLUETOOTH CASAMBI lighting control optionally available
 emergency versions available: CTI DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
Comprehensive Lighting Solutions
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PRODUCTS

OPPOSITE family

PURE family
Technical data:

Technical data:
Luminous flux: 4000–4200 lm

Luminous flux: 3200-12600 lm

Power: 46–50 W

Power: 34-103 W

Max. luminous efficacy: 80-89 lm/W

Max. luminous efficacy: 109-125 lm/W

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K, 2700–6500 K

Color temperature: 4000 K

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Color rendering index: CRI>80

IP40

IP65

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

8

OPPOSITE 1 / DYNAWHITE

OPPOSITE 2 / DYNAWHITE

PURE

* For the CIRCADIAN OPPOSITE system

OPPOSITE family features:

PURE family features:

 a luminaire for recessed installation in modular or plasterboard
ceilings

 unified glare rating: UGR <19
 versions for 625x625 mm ceilings available

 also suitable for surface mounting on ceilings using an
additional frame

 ON/OFF and DALI versions available
 a DYNAWHITE version is available with dynamic color

 square and round, concave and convex versions available
 a multi-layered optical system that reduces glare and evenly
diffuses light

temperature changing for white light

 easy to keep clean

 a high ingress protection rating: IP65

 a luminaire for coffered ceilings for clean rooms

 available versions: with two, three and four rows

 a matte hardened glass diffuser or A prismatic PMMA diffuser

 certificate of hygiene from the Polish National

or A parabolic Dark Light louvre

Institute of Public Health

 a CIRCADIAN version that supports the daily rhythm of human
activity is also available

FLAT LED OFFICE system

MODERNA family

Technical data:

Technical data:
Luminous flux: 2650–5800 lm

Luminous flux: 3300-4300 lm

Power: 21-45 W

Power: 31-43 W

Max. luminous efficacy: 106-146 lm/W

Max. luminous efficacy: 80-89 lm/W 129 lm/W

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color temperature: 4000 K

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

IP44, IP20
Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

FLAT LED OFFICE

MODERNA

MODERNA family features:

 suitable for installation in a ceiling grid or plasterboard ceiling
using additional mounting brackets
 a specially constructed louvre limits glare and makes the
luminaire suitable for use in offices
 a high quality louvre made of MIRO aluminum
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FLAT LED OFFICE system features:

 a version with a two-layer microprismatic PC diffuser is also
available

 an exceptionally thin housing with a thickness of only 9 mm
 a 6-layer optical system that ensures perfect light distribution,

 certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of
Public Health

high efficiency and a low unified glare rating below 19
 suitable for recessed, pendant, and surface mounting in/on

ceilings
 the power supply is connected via a quick connector
 certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of
Public Health

 ENEC certificate

Comprehensive Lighting Solutions
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PRODUCTS

TITANIA LED ECO system

BASE LED IP44 system
Technical data:

Technical data:

Luminous flux: 2200–4600 lm

Luminous flux: 1400 lm

Power: 20-45 W

Power: 15 W

Max. luminous efficacy: 113 lm/W

Max. luminous efficacy: 93 lm/W

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Color rendering index: CRI>80

IK08, IK07

IP44

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

BASE LED IP44

TITANIA LED ECO

TITANIA LED ECO system features:

BASE LED IP44 system features:

 a ceiling luminaire shaped like a slightly convex cylinder

 the illuminated ceiling effect around the luminaire is achieved

made of white, opal plastic with a decorative gray ring

thanks to the light-permeating vertical plane of the diffuser.

 a highly permeable, evenly illuminated PMMA diffuser that
is resistant to yellowing

 a decorative gray ring enhances the luminaire’s aesthetics
 tool-free access to the luminaire in the TWIST system

 great diffuser lighting uniformity thanks to densely

detection range, and operating time

arranged LED points

 a weight of only 0.80 kg

 a version with a microwave motion and light

 an increased ingress protection rating of IP44

detector is also available, which makes it possible to

 certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute

set the following parameters: switching thresholds,

 a diffuser with uniform light diffusion – no visible LED points

PLATO LED system

of Public Health

AMARO system
Technical data:

Technical data:

Luminous flux: 2200-4600 lm

Luminous flux: 1600-3100 lm

Power: 20-45 W

Max. luminous efficacy: 113 lm/W

Max. luminous efficacy: 113 lm/W

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Color rendering index: CRI>80

IP40, IP44

IP40

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

AMARO

PLATO LED

AMARO system features:

PLATO LED system features:

 suitable for surface mounting on ceilings and walls

 uniform light diffusion – no visible LED points

 available in three diameter variants

 lightweight luminaire construction

 a timeless, classic luminaire shape
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an opalized diffuser with great lighting distribution
 a version with a microwave motion and light detector is
also available, which makes it possible to set the following
parameters: switching thresholds, detection range, and
operating time
quick, tool-free access to the luminaire’s interior thanks to

Comprehensive Lighting Solutions

diffuser mounting using magnets
a steel securing cable
certificate of approval from Poland’s Scientific and Research
Center for Fire Protection and National Research Institute
(CNBOP)
emergency versions available: CTI, DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
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LUNA LED family

CAMELEON MIDI system
Technical data:

Technical data:
Luminous flux: 1250-16000 lm

Luminous flux: 1490-2050 lm

Power: 16-206 W

Power: 14–23 W

Max. luminous efficacy: 78-88 lm/W

Max. luminous efficacy: 89-111 lm/W

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

 Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K, CIRCADIAN,
2700-6500K

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Color rendering index: CRI>80

IP54, IP20

IP40

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

CAMELEON MIDI 1

LUNA LED

LUNA LED family features:

CAMELEON MIDI system features:

 a ceiling-mounted or pendant luminaire

 a magnet system in the round version and a bolt

 freely customizable housing shape

system in the rectangular version allow for quick, tool-

 a diffuser made of non-inflammable, non-toxic, flexible,

free access to the luminaire’s interior

deformation- and moisture-resistant PVC thermoelastic foil
that perfectly diffuses light

a securing cable for the diffuser
 a luminaire thickness of only 14 cm

 round or square housing versions available within one
system

to IP54 also available
 Certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of

 standard and tilted versions available within one system
 versions with an increased ingress protection rating of up

Public Health
 BLUETOOTH MESH lighting control optionally available

 a version with an acoustic membrane is also available

GECO family

QUADRA LED family
Technical data:

Technical data:

Luminous flux: 790-3950 lm

Luminous flux: 1200–2300 lm

Power: 10-31 W

Power: 11–20 W

Max. luminous efficacy: 79-127 lm/W

Max. luminous efficacy: 100-115 lm/W

Color temperature: 2700 K, 3000 K, 4000 K

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color rendering index: CRI>80, CRI>90

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

GECO

QUADRA LED

QUADRA LED family features:

The product family includes the following systems: GECO
MINI, GECO MIDI1, GECO MIDI2, GECO MAXI
 A housing made of anodized die-cast aluminum
 Optics that can be tilted to create a wallwasher version
 A modular system that allows for the efficient replacement
of its components
 8 reflectors to choose from: specular silver, matte white,
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 quick and easy installation in suspended ceilings
ribbed matte white, matte black, black specular titanium,
ribbed matte black, specular gold and a white collar reflector
 Magnetically fastened accessories: a honeycomb or glass

 a highly permeable frosted PMMA diffuser
 a matte MIRO aluminum sheet reflector

Center for Fire Protection and National Research
Institute (CNBOP)
 emergency versions available: CTI, DALI, CB220, ATI, STI

 certificate of approval from Poland’s Scientific and Research

 Light distribution variants: 12°, 24° and 36°
 Two housing shapes: square and round

Comprehensive Lighting Solutions
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RODIA / DYNAWHITE system

CYBERIA FX system
Technical data:

Technical data:
Luminous flux: 12600lm – 25500lm

Luminous flux: 2000–5700 lm

Power: 101-210 W

Power: 20–52 W

Max. luminous efficacy: 144 lm/W

Max. luminous efficacy: 93-129 lm/W

Color temperature: 4000 K

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K, 2700–6500 K

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Color rendering index: CRI>80

IP65

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

IK09, IK10
Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

RODIA

CYBERIA FX

RODIA / DYNAWHITE system features:

CYBERIA FX system features:

 a specialist round downlight with extremely durable

 the housing, the ring and the radiator made of die-cast

construction

aluminum form a monolith

 a specular aluminum sheet reflector that is retracted by 70 mm
and reduces glare

 an extensive system of high-bay luminaires with a cast
aluminum construction and optical systems optimized

 the system has good thermal management thanks to the use
of a die-cast aluminum housing that simultaneously functions
as a radiator

for LED technology that are suitable for a wide range of
industrial applications

30°x70° narrow-beam, 60° medium-wide or 90° wide-beam
 available with a hardened glass diffuser for additional
protection against adverse working conditions

 a wide range of luminous flux variants; versions optimized
for the highest light output (HO) and maximum luminous
efficacy (HE)

 suitable for operation in a wide range of ambient temperatures
from -40°C to +50°C
 certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of

 available with a specular louvre or with high-performance

PRIMA LED system

polycarbonate lenses with three light distribution variants:

Public Health and VDE certificate

DELTA LED system
Technical data:

Technical data:
Luminous flux: 1100–2500 lm

Luminous flux:: 2900–11100 lm

Power: 11–26 W

Power: 25–100 W

Max. luminous efficacy: 100-107 lm/W

Max. luminous efficacy: 116 lm/W

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K, 5700 K

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Color rendering index: CRI>80

IP44

IP65

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

IK09
Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

DELTA LED

PRIMA LED

PRIMA LED system features:
 an aluminum reflector painted with highly reflective white
paint
 an opalized diffuser with TWIST installation
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DELTA LED system features:

 certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of Public
Health
 emergency versions available: CTI, DALI, CB220, ATI, STI

Comprehensive Lighting Solutions

Specialist optics for narrow beam or elliptical light distribution

DALI lighting control available

3 light distribution angles: symmetrical, narrow beam (10°) and

LED module lifetime of up to 84,000 hours

elliptical (20°x40°)

Comprehensive Lighting Solutions

RGB lighting control regulation: DMX
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PARABEL system

OFFICE FLOWER family
Technical data:

Technical data:

Luminous flux: 23000–50200 lm

Luminous flux: 1100-12500 lm

Power: 263-490 W

Power: 12-130 W

Max. luminous efficacy: 113 lm/W

Max. luminous efficacy: 96-108 lm/W

Color temperature: 4000 K, 5000K, 5700K

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Color rendering index: CRI>80

IP65

IP44

IK08

IK08, IK06

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

OFFICE FLOWER

PARABEL

PARABEL system features:

OFFICE FLOWER family features:

 a specialist high-power floodlight for lighting sports fields,
ski slopes, parking facilities and plazas

 the luminaire is mounted using a bracket that is screwed onto
a wall or an extension arm designed for floodlight mounting

 a specially profiled reflector, 30° and 40° asymmetrical
precision light distribution

 the bracket allows for the adjustment of the luminaire’s

 a system of small and medium-sized wall-mounted luminaires

 each element can be painted a different color

 unique possibility to change the lighting direction and distribution

 wall-mounted versions with 1 or 2 petals and standing versions

by tilting or rotating the petals with the LED modules

 the power supply system is integrated with the luminaire or
can be placed in a separate housing

 a transparent hardened glass diffuser
 luminaire design by Lars Bylund

INDUSTRY FLOWER system

ARCH FLOWER family
Technical data:

Technical data:

Luminous flux: 6200–40700 lm

Luminous flux: 2200-32600 lm

Power: 63–340 W

Power: 23-340 W

Max. luminous efficacy: 120 lm/W

Max. luminous efficacy: 96-114 lm/W

Color temperature: 4000 K, 5700 K

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K

Color rendering index: CRI>80

Color rendering index: CRI>80

IP65
IK09, IK08

IP44

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

IK09, IK08, IK06

ARCH FLOWER

INDUSTRY FLOWER

ARCH FLOWER family features:

INDUSTRY FLOWER system features:

a unique, unprecedented appearance for a HIGH BAY luminaire
 adjustable petal positioning within a range between 0°-15°
making the luminaire suitable for interiors with various lighting
requirements
 different light distribution variants thanks to the use of lens
optics
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with up to 4 petals

inclination angle

two system sizes: MIDI and MAXI
available versions: with two, three and four petals
 available versions: suitable for operation in a wide range of
ambient temperatures from -40°C to +50°C
 certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of

an innovative solution, registered design

each module can be adjusted independently

3 system sizes – MINI, MIDI and MAXI

versions with 2, 3 and 4 petals available

MIDI and MAXI versions with 30° and 50° lenses available

the luminaire can be painted any RAL color

MINI and MIDI versions available with a microprismatic diffuser

ON/OFF or DALI versions available

Public Health
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PRODUCTS
IRIS family
Technical data:
Luminous flux: 800 lm
Power: 12 W
Max. luminous efficacy: 67 lm/W
Color temperature: 3000 K
Color rendering index: CRI>80
Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

IRIS

IRIS family features:
 the product family includes the following luminaires: IRIS,
IRIS ARCH, IRIS DECO
 the unique possibility of changing the luminaire’s
photometry by tilting the petal with the use of
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 a special ball joint
 uniform illumination in the workplace
 smooth luminous flux adjustment
 a delicate, timeless form that fits seamlessly into any space
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EMERGENCY LIGHTING

EMERGENCY LIGHTING
ARIS ASON, ASOZ system
Technical data:
Power: 1 W, 2 W
IP40
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC

ARIS

ARIS system features:
 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: plastic, PC
 installation: wall-mounted or pendant luminaires

 operating time: 1 h, 3 h
 sign visibility range: 25 m

ARIS ASDN, ASDZ system
Technical data:
Power: 2 W, 3 W
IP40
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC

ARIS

ARIS system features:
 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: plastic, PC
 installation: wall-mounted or pendant luminaires

 operating time: 1 h, 3 h
 sign visibility range: 25 m

VERSO LED VSN system
Technical data:
Power: 1.2 W
IP40
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC

VERSO LED VSN

VERSO LED VSN system features:
 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: plastic, PC, PMMA
 installation: wall-mounted luminaires

 operating time: 1 h, 3 h
 sign visibility range: 30 m

CTI-DALI – DALI version for central monitoring
CB220 – version for central monitoring for the 220 V central battery
ATI – version for individual monitoring with self-test
STI – standard version

50
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EMERGENCY LIGHTING

VERSO LED VSD system

MONITOR1 IP40 LED system
Technical data:

Technical data:

Power: 1.2 W
IP40
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC

Power: 1.2 W
IP40
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC
MONITOR1
IP40 LED

VERSO LED VSD

VERSO LED VSD system features:

MONITOR1 IP65 LED system features:

 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: plastic, PC, PMMA
 installation: recessed mounting in ceilings

 operating time: 1 h, 3 h
 sign visibility range: 30 m

 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: plastic, PC
 installation: surface mounting on walls

VERSO LED VSZ system

 operating time: 1 h, 3 h
 sign visibility range: 22 m

MONITOR1 IP65 LED system
Technical data:

Technical data:

Power: 1.2 W
IP65
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC

Power: 1.2 W
IP40
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC
MONITOR1
IP65 LED

VERSO LED VSZ

VERSO LED VSZ system features:

MONITOR1 IP40 LED system features:

 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: plastic, PC, PMMA
 installation: pendant luminaires

 operating time: 1 h, 3 h
 sign visibility range: 30 m

 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: plastic, PC
 installation: surface mounting on walls

SCREEN BASIC LED system

MONITOR2 IP40 LED system
Technical data:

Technical data:

Power: 1.2 W
IP20
Protection class: I, II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC

Power: 1.2 W
IP40
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC

SCREEN
BASIC LED

MONITOR2
IP40 LED

MONITOR1 IP40 LED system features:
 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: plastic, PC
 installation: surface mounting on walls
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MONITOR1 IP65 LED system features:
 operating time: 1 h, 3 h
 sign visibility range: 20 m

available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
materials: plastic, PC
installation: wall-mounted luminaires
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operating time: 1 h, 3 h
sign visibility range: 30 m
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EMERGENCY LIGHTING

MONITOR2 IP65 LED system

VERSO LED-HO VUN system
Technical data:

Technical data:

Power: 1.2 W
IP65
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC

Power: 1x1 W, 1x3 W
IP40
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC
Light distribution: CR, VWD, ASM

MONITOR2
IP65 LED

VERSO LED-HO VUN

MONITOR1 IP65 LED system features:

VERSO LED-HO VUN system features:

 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: plastic, PC
 installation: wall-mounted luminaires

 operating time: 1 h, 3 h
 sign visibility range: 30 m

 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: plastic, PC

LUMI LUN system

VERSO LED-HO VUD system
Technical data:

Technical data:

Power: 1x1 W, 1x2 W, 1x3 W
IP65
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC
Light distribution: CR, VWD, ASM, WD

Power: 1x1 W, 1x3 W
IP40
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC
Light distribution: CR, VWD, ASM

LUMI

VERSO LED-HO VUD

LUMI LUN system features:

VERSO LED-HO VUD system features:

 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: plastic, PC

 installation: wall-mounted luminaires
 operating time: 1 h, 3 h

LUMI LUD system

 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: plastic, PC

Technical data:

Power: 1x1 W, 1x2 W, 1x3 W
IP65
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC
Light distribution: CR, VWD, ASM, WD

Power: 4x1 W
IP40
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC
Light distribution: NR, EL, WD

LUMI

 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: plastic, PC
 installation: recessed mounting in ceilings
 operating time: 1 h, 3 h
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 installation: recessed mounting in ceilings
 operating time: 1 h, 3 h

VERSO LED-HO VDN system
Technical data:

LUMI LUD system features:

 installation: wall-mounted luminaires
 operating time: 1 h, 3 h

VERSO LED-HO VDN

Light distribution:

VERSO LED-HO VDN system features:

NR – narrow
EL – elliptical
WD – wide
VWD – anti-panic (very wide)
CR – corridor
ASM – asymmetrical

 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: plastic, PC
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 installation: wall-mounted luminaires
 operating time: 1 h, 3 h
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VERSO LED-HO VDD system

MONITOR1 IP65 LED-HO system
Technical data:

Technical data:

Power: 4x1 W
IP40
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC
 Light distribution: NR, EL, WD

Power: 1x1 W, 1x3 W, 2x2 W
IP65
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC
 Light distribution:: CR, VWD, ASM
MONITOR1
IP65 LED-HO

VERSO LED-HO VDD

VERSO LED-HO VDD system features:

MONITOR1 IP65 LED-HO system features:

 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: plastic, PC

 installation: recessed mounting in ceilings
 operating time: 1 h, 3 h

MONITOR1 IP40 LED OP10 system

 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: plastic, PC
 installation: wall-mounted luminaires

 operating time: 1 h, 3 h

MONITOR1 IP65 LED-HO system
Technical data:

Technical data:

Power: 1.2 W
IP40
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC

Power: 4x1 W
IP65
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC
 Light distribution: NR, EL, WD
MONITOR1
IP65 LED-HO

MONITOR1 IP40 LED OP10

MONITOR1 IP40 LED OP10 system features:
 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: plastic, PC
 installation: surface mounting on walls or wall-mounted
luminaires

MONITOR1 IP65 LED-HO system features:
 operating time: 1 h, 3 h

 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: plastic, PC
 installation: wall-mounted luminaires
 operating time: 1 h, 3 h

MONITOR1 IP65 LED OP20 system

POINT LED system
Technical data:

Technical data:

Power: 1x1 W, 1x2 W
IP40
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC
 Light distribution: NR, WD, VWD, EL

Power: 1.2 W
IP65
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC
MONITOR1 IP65 LED OP20

MONITOR1 IP65 LED OP20 system features:

POINT LED

 operating time: 1 h, 3 h

POINT LED system features:

 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: plastic, PC
 installation: surface mounting on walls or wall-mounted
luminaires
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 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: plastic, PC
 installation: ceiling-recessed mounting, in metal sheet or as
a replacement for standard ø51 halogens
Comprehensive Lighting Solutions
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 operating time: 1 h, 3 h
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COBRA system

ES-AW-9 emergency modules
Technical data:

Technical data:

Power: 3 W
IP20
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC

Power: 1x1 W, 1x2 W, 1x3 W
IP20
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC
Light distribution: CR, VWD, ASM
COBRA

ES-AW-9

COBRA system features:

ES-AW-9 system features:

 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: durable steel housing
 installation: recessed mounting in ceilings

 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: PC
 installation: built into the luminaire or placed in the ceiling
void
 operating time: 1 h, 3 h

A constant current emergency module for installation in the
luminaire or placing in the ceiling void, designed to work with LED
light sources.

ES-NET

COBRA system

Technical data:

Technical data:

 Maximum number of devices per unit: unlimited
 Maximum number of devices on the bus: 20
 Number of buses: unlimited
 Load current for each circuit: 3 A
 Maximum system load capacity: 1.5 kVA, 2 kVA, 5.2 kVA, 9.2
kVA, 14.4 kVA, 18 kVA
 IP20
 LCD display
 Power supply: 230 V AC

Power: 2x1 W
IP20
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC
Light distribution: NR, EL, WD
COBRA

COBRA system features:
 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: durable steel housing
 installation: recessed mounting in ceilings

 operating time: 1 h, 3 h

ES-NET

ES-AW-8 emergency modules

Features of the ES-NET system:
Technical data:
IP20
Protection class: II
Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC

 system programming via a service application, internet
browser or MASTER control module keypad
 testing luminaires on the power supply line
 cooperation with BMS (Building Management System)

 direct communication with a computer via Ethernet
 AGM type batteries with a designated service life of 10
years
 automatic calibration of luminaires and circuits

ES-AW-8

ES-AW-8 system features:
 available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 materials: PC
 installation: built into the luminaire or placed in the ceiling
void
 operating time: 1 h, 3 h
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A constant current emergency module for installation in the
luminaire or placing in the ceiling void, designed to work with LED
light sources.
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CONTACT US

VERTEX

International sales

VERTEX

VERTEX control unit features:
A lighting automation controller designed to control extensive general and emergency lighting systems. It allows remote control, monitoring, configuration, and even maintenance of the devices connected within the system. It is
a fully autonomous unit with three built-in communication protocols:
with the user via a convenient web application,
with luminaires using the international DALI standard,
with the Building Management System (BMS) via Modbus IP.

Headquarters
ul. Przemysłowa 2
30-701 Kraków,
Poland
tel. +48 12 656 36 33
+48 12 295 80 00
fax +48 12 656 36 49
export@essystem.pl

United Kingdom 		
ES-SYSTEM Lighting UK Ltd
T: +44 (0) 7575 950 482
m.dobbs@essystem.pl

Sweden
Ågesta Broväg 66
123 50 Farsta
T: +46 (0)8 585 000 35
F: +46 (0)8 585 000 45
info@essystem.se

Ukraine
TOV L-Engineering
Lviv, Konovaltsya Str. 54/2
T/F: +38 032 242 17 88
M: +38 050 374 93 53
office@essystem.com.ua

France
DU RÊVE AU QUOTIDIEN
T: + 33/06 86 63 95 60
aurelia.gibson@essystem.pl

Strategic partners

Lighting automation controller functions:
monitoring the status of the batteries and light sources in the emergency luminaires
continuous communication with the luminaires – status updates in real time
p
 erforming functional testing and back up time tests for selected test groups, initiated either manually
or automatically at scheduled Times
a
 ccess to the monitoring and configuration of the entire system via an intuitive web application from

Cinmar lighting systems LLC
401, NGI House, P.O. BOX 50007
Port Saeed, Deira, Dubai
United Arab Emirates
T: +971 4 2959930
F: +971 4 2959931
info@cinmarlight.com
www.cinmarlight.com

Krislite PTE LTD
No. 9 Loyang Way
Krislite Building #05-01
Singapore 508722
T: +65 6543 8000
F: +65 6545 9929
lighting@krislite.com
www.krislite.com

ROWA-Moser
Handelsges.m.b.H.
Triester Straße 79
2353 Guntramsdorf
Austria
T: +43 2236 53435
F: +43 2236 53435-7
office.gtdf@rowa-moser.at

ROWA-Moser
Handelsges.m.b.H.
Bernhard-Höfel-Straße 9
6020 Innsbruck
Austria
T: +43 512 33770-0
F: +43 512 33770-7
office.ibk@rowa-moser.at

any device that supports a web browser (smartphone, tablet, computer) and from any system platform
(Windows, Android, Linux, iOS)
automatic loading of Vertex controllers and luminaires
the possibility to schedule battery formatting for every test group

d
 elayed switching back to normal operation in emergency luminaires after mains voltage is restored
(the PROLONG TIME function)
inhibit mode blocking capability for luminaires
setting the mode of the emergency luminaire’s operation via the application
luminaire brightness control in maintained operating mode
f reely programmable luminaire testing and lighting control schedules (brightness level, ON/OFF) in the
calendar
built-in memory for storing the system configuration and event log
a
 ccess to the event log in accordance with the DIN EN 50172 standard via a pendrive and the web application Modbus IP communication protocol support for cooperation with the Building Management System
(BMS)
automatic software updates
autonomous emergency lighting system management (does not require a computer)
emergency luminaire identification in the building using flashing general light sources
distribution of the installed luminaires
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Maréchaux Elektro AG
Sempacherstrasse 6
6003 Lucerne
Switzerland
T: +41 41 319 44 44
F: +41 41 319 44 66
web@marechaux-licht.ch
www.marechaux-licht.ch

rodzina WHY
Dane techniczne:
Strumień świetlny: 3400-15800 lm
Moc: 26-167 W
Skuteczność świetlna: 74-139 lm/W
TCP: 3000 K, 4000 K, RGB
Ra >80
Zasilanie: 230 V AC

WHY 2

Cechy rodziny WHY:
 Wielokrotnie nagrodzony produkt: LuxLive 2018, LuxAward 2018,
innowacyjny produkt L+B 2018, German Design

 Równomiernie rozświetlony, opalizowany dyfuzor dolny lub
specjalnie zaprojektowany układ odbłyśnika

Award Special 2019

 Możliwość oddzielnego sterowania modułami bocznymi, dolnym

 Innowacyjne rozwiązanie oprawy liniowej z dystrybucją światła
w 4 kierunkach

i górnym
Możliwość budowania struktur liniowych

Unikalny, wklęsły kształt oprawy
 Rozświetlenie boków w systemie dynamicznej zmiany
kolorów RGB

www.essystem.pl

